Abstract-This paper describes the creation of the parallel Tibetan-Russian corpus of works of the Tibetan grammatical tradition that formed in the 7-8th centuries AD. On the basis of the corpus, a special lexical base of grammatical terminology is formed that could be of interest for Tibetologists and specialists in general lin guistics. The corpus can be used for linguistic research, teaching, and the study of the classical and modern Tibetan language, as well as the Tibetan grammatical tradition.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the creation of the parallel Tibetan-Russian corpus of of grammar treatises of the Tibetan grammatical tradition which presumably started to form in the 7-8th centuries AD with the creation of the first grammars Sum cu pa and Rtags kyi 'jug pa. This tradition is based largely on Buddhist grammars that were compiled by Indian scientists; thus, it goes back to the Indian grammatical tradition. In terms of methods of description and analysis of lan guage phenomena these grammars significantly differ from Western linguistics. Modern Tibetan linguists continue to maintain and develop the tradition of the classical Tibetan linguistics.
The corpus includes grammar treatises, which are considered to be the most important grammatical works within the Tibetan grammatical tradition.
(1) the first two treatises of Sum cu pa (The Thirty Verses, presumably 7-9th centuries AD) and Rtags kyi jug pa (The Application of Signs, presumably 7-9th centuries AD), whose authorship is traditionally attributed to the creator of the Tibetan script, Thonmi Sambhota (Tib. thon mi sam b + hota), (2) the gram mar of Skt. Sm tijñ nak rti "The Speech Door, [Sim ilar to] the Sword" (Tib. smra sgo mtshon cha, 11th century AD), (3) the commentary of Situ Mahapandita (Tib. si tu mahA paN + Di ta) to the first two treatises "A Beautiful String of Pearls: Necklace of the Wise" (Tib. mkhas pa'i mgul rgyan mu tig phreng mdzes, 18th century), (4) the commentary of Dngul chu Dharmabhadra (Tib. dngul chu dharma b + ha dra) to the first two treatises "Verbal Instructions on the Work of the Great Scholar Situ" (Tib. mkhas mchog si tu'i zhal lung, 19th century), (5) the com mentary by an unknown author to the first two trea r ⋅ a ι tises entitled "Jewel Necklace of Fine Explanations" (Tib. sum rtags gzhung mchan legs bshad nor bu'i phreng ba, 18/19th century), and (6) the Tibetan grammar Skal bzang 'gyur med "Clear Mirror: An Introduction to Tibetan Grammar" (Tib. bod kyi brda sprod rig pa'i khrid rgyun rab gsal me long, 20th century).
CORPORA OF TIBETAN TEXTS Despite the fact that scientists in different countries (Germany, UK, PRC, United States, and Japan) work on the automatic processing of Tibetan texts, a single standard corpus presentation of the Tibetan language material has still not been developed.
The last five conferences of the International Asso ciation of Tibetology (IATS Seminar) included a sec tion called Tibetan Information Technology, which was used for presenting projects with the application of computer technologies, including projects on the cre ation and use of the Tibetan language corpora.
The creation of such corpora abroad has just begun. At Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen (Germany), as part of research topic 441 under the guidance of B. Zeisler in 2002-2008, a project called B11, Seman tic and Case Relations and Cross Clausal Reference in Tibetan was performed [1] . It resulted in a small Tibetan corpus consisting of four texts, viz., two pre classical Tibetan texts, one text in the classical Tibetan language, and one text in the Ladakhi dialect spoken by Tibetans who live in India and Pakistan. This corpus included part of speech, syntactic, and semantic annotation. At least until April 2012, the site of project 441 contained fragments of this small corpus, where all of the texts were translated into English and speci fied the source (original text) [2] . The main purpose of creating this corpus was to fill the gaps in the Tibetan grammar and, in particular, in the semantics of verbs, which was studied based on the texts.
In 2012, N. Hill and W. Pagel from the School of Oriental and African Studies of the University of Lon don began to develop a corpus of Tibetan comprising one million syllables, containing texts of the three his torical periods of the Tibetan language: preclassical, classical and modern [3] .
The difference between the project described here from those mentioned above is the development of a special system of linguistic tags, based on the theoretical description of the classical Tibetan language [4, 5] . Analysis of published data shows significant differences in research approaches to the linguistic analysis of grammatical categories of the classical Tibetan lan guage. The second difference is related to the involved materials: these are texts devoted to one of the tradi tional Tibetan sciences, viz., linguistics. The third fea ture of this project is a parallel Tibetan-Russian corpus that was designed primarily for Russian researchers.
CORPUS STRUCTURE
This project is aimed at solving two problems: the construction of a parallel corpus of Tibetan grammar works with a Russian translation and the creation of a lexical database of grammatical terminology with fre quency characteristics and semantic relations.
The technological process of creating a corpus can be represented in the form of steps, with the main ones being tokenization, that is, division of the input text into constituent elements (word forms, punctuation marks, numbers, and so on), text annotation, and uploading of aligned texts into the structure of the cor pus manager.
The Tibetan texts and Russian translations are aligned by sentence breaks of the Tibetan part (see the example of the Sumchupa treatise in Table 1 ).
The Tibetan text contains marked boundaries of word forms, which in itself is not a trivial task, as the tra ditional orthography marks only the boundaries of syl lables that coincide with the boundaries of morphemes in only 95 out of 100 cases. Different programs exist for automatic segmentation, for example, Hunalign, Vanilla, and Abbyy Aligner. However, the process of their implementation for the needs of the Tibetan lan guage is not easy and is a separate task that is currently postponed. The relatively small size of the corpus and the need to mark the boundaries of word forms, which requires viewing all of the text of the corpus, make man ual alignment a time consuming but doable procedure.
At the moment the Tibetan part of the corpus com prises about 30000 tokens (syllables). The corpus is placed on the corpus portal of the St. Petersburg Uni versity at http://corpora.spbu.ru/bonito/index.html. 
CORPUS ANNOTATION
The Tibetan text undergoes morphological tagging (part of speech tagging, grammatical annotation of verbal forms, lemmatization, and removal of grammat ical homonymy). A system of morphological tags for Tibetan has been developed (see Appendices 1 and 2). As an illustration, we present a list of tags to describe the most common function words (Table 2) .
Corpus texts are also provided with metadata about genre, date of creation, author of the text, and its belonging to a particular Buddhist school, for example:
• grammar 1 <file author="Thonmi Sambhota" date="7-9th centuries" title="sum cu pa" genre="sgra 'i rig pa" form="poems">
• grammar 2 <file author="Thonmi Sambhota" date="7-9th centuries" title="rtags kyi 'jug pa" genre="sgra' i rig pa" form="poems">
• grammar 3 <file author="Smtritidzhnyanakirti" date="11th century" title="smra sgo mtshon cha" genre="sgra'i rig pa" form="poems">
• commentary 1 <file author="Sita Mahapandita" date="18th century" title="mkhas pa'i mgul rgyan mu tig phreng mdzes" genre="sgra 'i rig pa" form="prose">
• commentary 2 <file author="Ngulchu Dharmab hadra" date="19th century" title="mkhas mchog si tu'i zhal lung" genre="sgra 'i rig pa" form="prose">
• commentary 3 <file author="unknown" date="18/19th centuries" title="sum rtags gzhung mchan legs bshad nor bu'i phreng ba" genre="sgra 'i rig pa" form="prose">
• modern 1 <file author="Kelzang Gyurme" date="20th century" title="bod kyi brda sprod rig pa 'i khrid rgyun rab gsal me long" genre="sgra' i rig pa" form="prose"> Morphological annotation was carried out manu ally by assigning the following data to each word: a word form in Tibetan script, a word form in Latin transliteration, a lemma in Tibetan script, a lemma in Latin transliteration, a part of speech tag, and a ter minology tag.
In the future, in order to automate the morphologi cal annotation, we plan to adapt the TreeTagger statisti cal tagger to the Tibetan language [6] . The corpus that has been annotated to date by hand will be used as train ing. Such a precedent exists. TreeTagger was used for marking up the corpus of the Dzongkha language (Tib. rdzong kha), which is similar to Tibetan. The tag ger was adjusted on the manually marked up corpus of 40000 tokens; evaluation of the results showed an accu racy of greater than 90% [7] . When annotated in such a way, the corpus needs to be manually adjusted, but in the case of a large corpus we achieve a significant gain in labor costs. In this case, however, terminology annota tion will again remain the prerogative of specialists. These annotations are represented in some struc tured way. Either the linear format in XML and SGML are the most commonly used, or, as in our case, the so called vertical format, which is in fact a table where each token of a text corresponds to one string and each col umn (cell) contains a record of some morphosyntactic feature or a group of features (see Table 3 ). This tabular form can also be presented implicitly when table cells are separated by a certain separator, which is usually a tabulation character. Then annotated texts are loaded into the database of the corpus manager.
SEARCHING IN THE CORPUS
To work with the corpus, we use one of the most effi cient corpus managers Manatee/Bonito. Currently, it is named NoSketch Engine (http://nlp.fi.muni.cz/ trac/noske). The system consists of two parts: a loader (Manatee) and a graphical user interface that operate on the client side (Bonito). The program makes it pos sible to load pre tagged texts and build corpora on their basis (including parallel ones). There is an extended (commercial) version of this system, which is called Sketch Engine (http://www.sketchengine.co.uk). It also allows one to solve more complex tasks, such as keywords extraction and terms and the construction of lexico-semantic groups.
NoSketch Engine makes it possible to work with corpus data in modes of concordance output for spe cific elements of the corpus, output of collocations, and preparation of frequency lists. Concordance shows the context of use for a given word or phrase. In the mode of frequency lists one can obtain frequency vocabularies of different elements of the corpus: lem mata, word forms, grammatical or other tags.
Annotated texts can be used to search for different units: word forms or lemmas in the Tibetan script, word forms or lemmata in Latin transliteration, as well as grammatical and terminology tags. An example of an output to the query in the con cordance mode is a list of brief contexts of the usage of the given word in the corpus (Fig. 1) . The corpus man ager also makes it possible to transfer to a broader con text.
More advanced searching is carried out using a lan guage of regular expressions, which allows one to define more complex queries. The result for the expression [wordlat=".*jug"] will yield all contexts in which the word form is found in the Latin ending with a syllable "jug" or one that is equal to it (Fig. 2) .
The system allows one to obtain the frequency lists based on the loaded texts, where attributes can be rep resented by different units and even combinations of units. An example of a frequency list is given in Table 4 .
THE LINGUISTIC CAPABILITIES OF THE CORPUS
The corpus of Tibetan grammatical works can be used both in theoretical research and for applied lin guistic problems. The corpus is a source of data for research in lexicography, semantics, and grammar.
Applied linguists can use the corpus for language learning and translation. It is possible to select equiva lents of a lexical unit of interest, to form and match the principles of translation of proper nouns, collocations, grammatical and general scientific terms, as well as to search for correlations between grammatical phenom ena and provide methods for their translation by obtaining a list of contexts for this phenomenon. Special grammatical annotation makes it possible to use the corpus as a resource for the study of the Tibetan grammatical terminology and general scien tific terms. Some Tibetan terms have Indian origin, while some have formed in the result of terminologiza tion of common words. In addition, the Tibetan gram matical tradition is characterized by the use of Bud dhist terminology that also has Indian origin, as well as general scientific terms that are common in treatises dedicated to other traditional Tibetan sciences (Bud dhist religious doctrine, logic, medicine, craft, poet ics, synonymy, poetry, astrology, and drama). Special In addition, specialists in Tibetan history and cul ture, as well as specialists in study of literature can use the corpus to study the formation and development of the special vocabulary of the Tibetan scholarly tradition.
THE LEXICAL BASE OF THE CORPUS OF TIBETAN GRAMMATICAL TREATISES

Tibetan Grammatical Terminology
As in India, scientific knowledge in Tibet has been formed in the process of the development, learning, and adaptation of the religious doctrine. Buddhism had a strong influence on the development of the Tibetan linguistic tradition and other fields of proto scientific knowledge.
In Tibet, ten traditional sciences were distinguished, which in turn were divided into five major (Tib. rig gnas che ba) and five minor sciences (Tib. rig gnas chung ba). Linguistics was one of the five major sciences, along with the Buddhist religious doctrine (Skt. adhyatma vidy , Tib. nang gi rig pa), logic (Skt. hetuvidy , Tib. gtan tshigs kyi rig pa), medicine (Skt. cikitsavidya, Tib. gso ba 'i rig pa), and crafts (Skt. silpakarmastha navidy , Tib. bzo gnas kyi rig pa The origins of terminology and models that are used to describe the Tibetan linguistic tradition, as well as other areas of proto scientific knowledge in Tibet, go back to the Buddhist religious doctrine. Tibetan grammars, as well as works in the rest of the traditional sciences used terminology that is common to all Indo Tibetan traditional sciences, mainly of a religious and philosophical nature.
Modern scientific linguistics involves delineation of common words and specific grammatical terminol ogy. Ancient linguistic traditions usually used com mon words in a special grammatical meaning.
Some Tibetan grammatical terminology was formed as a result of borrowing. The translation of Indian religious texts, which started in the 7th century, led to borrowing of Indian models of description and terminology. However, cases of direct borrowing of Sanskrit terms are rare; the terms were mainly trans lated into Tibetan. Active translation of Indian texts led to the formation of a religious and philosophical special vocabulary. At the beginning of the 9th century, the first Buddhist terminology lists had been estab lished in Tibet, which included Tibetan equivalents of Sanskrit terms. Some researchers have noted that the accuracy of the Tibetan translations and consistency of the use of religious and philosophical terms make it possible to reconstruct lost original Sanskrit texts. Thus, Sanskrit terminology was the main source of the terminology of the Tibetan grammatical tradition.
It is not typical to the Tibetan grammatical tradi tion to distinguish such traditional western linguistic fields as phonology, morphology, and syntax. The t ⋅ Most Tibetan grammatical works start grammatical narration with a description of the Tibetan alphabet, different categories of graphemes, presentation of rules for the graphic syllable formation and combination of graphemes, as well as rules of the morphological com patibility of phonemes. Tibetan grammars also contain descriptions of function words and morphemes.
The Tibetan grammatical tradition borrowed the Indian concept of seven cases. In the Indian tradition, the category of case is related to the category karaka (Skt. k raka), which is an intermediate level between semantics and morphology. Description of these cate gories relates to semantics (they are defined semanti cally and convey characteristic of group members in certain situations), but they are expressed by means of morphology; in Sanskrit these semantic roles are usu ally expressed by concrete case suffixes (morphologi cal level). Tibetan grammarians borrowed this system of categories from India.
Special Terminological Annotation
In the framework of the project, it was decided to develop special tags to mark up Tibetan grammatical terminology. Morphological tags of the corpus were supplemented with elements of traditional grammati cal meta description: annotation terminological cate gories (phonological and syntactic terminology); the database contains scientific commentary, Sanskrit equivalents (for borrowed terms), and hyperlinks to synonyms, hyperonyms, and hyponyms.
Special grammatical annotation in the corpus (Table 5 ) makes it possible to separate terminological fields: grammatical terminology (tag Gram) and terms of traditional sciences (tag GenScien).
Separate tags indicate models of the terms origin; through terminologization of common words (tag GenLex) or through borrowing (tag L).
Basic grammatical terminology is marked by the tag TBas. Polysemy is the main feature of the Tibetan a terminology in general and basic grammatical terms in particular. Therefore one of the main tasks was to sep arate phonological terms (tag TPhon) and terms for different types of graphemes (tag TGra).
It was also decided to split terms for function words and morphemes (tag TGrMark) and terms of case grammar (tag TCGr).
Using special tags in the annotation of the corpus makes it possible to export terminological vocabulary from the corpus and create a database of Tibetan lin guistic terminology, which consists of additional com ments to the terms: indication of the loan language for borrowed terms, bringing the equivalents in other lan guages, clarifying the method of borrowing (phonetic borrowing, semantic borrowing, and hybrid terms), etc.
Lexical Database Structure
The lexical database of Tibetan grammatical termi nology comprises lexical units selected from the Tibetan part of the corpus for the given tags, namely, tags for the markup of terms (linguistic metadata, see Table 4 ).
As an intermediate format of the database we pro pose a dictionary format of Recommendations of the TEI project (Text Encoding Initiative) [10, 11] . The TEI markup is based on the syntax of XML. When developing the database format, the fact was taken into account that TEI contains tags for cross references, which make it possible to actually display the network data representation in a linear XML file.
In the TEI markup, description of elements of data in the lexical database is a series of top level tags that mark up linguistic terms (LTs), whose content is spec ified though additional tags.
Let us describe a pattern of data representation in the lexical database in XML format in terms of the TEI specification in accordance with a desired data structure. This pattern has several blocks and levels of representation. The Level of a Lexical Unit A lexical unit of the base in the XML representa tion begins with a record of the following form:
<entry n="1" type="lex"> <term> </term> <pron> A li </pron> where one notes the serial number of the lexical unit (n ="1"), its type (type="lex" is lexeme), as well as the entry word in Tibetan writing (<term> tag) and Latin transliteration A li (<pron> tag).
Next is a block of grammatical information (<gramGrp> tag): <gramGrp> <pos> N </pos> </gramGrp> which indicates the part of speech (<pos> tag) and, perhaps, additional grammatical information (tags <gen>, <flex>, and others).
The level of the lexical unit also includes a block of etymological information (<etym> tag); there may be several of them:
<etym n="1"> <lbl> Sum cu pa </lbl> <date> 7-9th centuries AD. </date> </etym> The attribute n is the serial number of the etymol ogy unit, the tag <lbl> describes the source of informa tion and the tag <date> describes the date or year of fixing the term. One can also use the tags <men tioned> (form of fixing) and <lang> (language from which the word was allegedly borrowed).
Level of Relationships
One term may have several relationships, each of which must begin with the tag <rel>, where the attribute is a type of relation (for example, type="hyperonym").
Thus, for the above described lexical term (LT) (vowel) there is an associated unit ('phoneme, grapheme').
<rel type="hyperonym"> <target> </target> </rel>
The Level of Examples Each linguistic term can have several examples from the corpus:
<cit n="1" type="example"> <quote> </quote> </cit>
The block with examples is described by the tag <cit>, where the argument n is the number of the example, and type is its type. The text itself is encased with the tag <quote>.
The System for the Maintenance of the Lexical Database
The system for the maintenance of the database is designed to store all of the LTs in a form that is conve nient for quick and efficient work. It uses the Microsoft SQL relational database. The central and most impor tant component of the system, the kernel, is a software module that links three ways of presenting the data in the system that is being developed: XML presentation, database, and user interface.
To simplify the transfer of XML data into the data base and back, the structure of data and tables within the database corresponds to the structure of the TEI format, and, respectively, the database forms five tables: Entries, Grammar, Etymology, Relationships, and Examples. Hierarchically, the tables can be divided into several levels (as levels of the XML text). The highest, or the first, is the level of entries (LTs): strings in this table do not refer to anything; however, the strings of other tables refer to them.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT In the future we plan to carry out experiments on the automatic extraction of linguistic terms from texts using the distributional statistical method [12] .
It is planned to increase the size of the corpus and provide it with syntactic annotation. It seems promis ing to develop the corpus through the creation of a larger corpus of special texts in Tibetan on its basis, including texts that are dedicated to other traditional Tibetan sciences: Buddhist religious doctrine, logic, medicine, craft, poetics, synonymy, poetry, astrology, and drama.
CONCLUSIONS
The pilot version of the corpus of Tibetan grammar works will be useful to researchers of Tibetan gram matical treatises and can also be used for the linguistic study of the Tibetan language, as well as learning and teaching it, as currently there are no public corpora of annotated texts in Tibetan, even more so, those trans lated into Russian.
Frequency dictionary of the lexical units of Tibetan grammatical terminology and semantic analysis of the lexical database makes it possible to speak about a sort of linguistic ontology for the Tibetan language, includ ing hyponyms and hyperonyms, as well as polyseman tic and synonymous terms. This makes it possible to analyze changes in the knowledge of the language and the structure of the grammatical terminological field, as well as to assess the extent of terminologization of common vocabulary words. 
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